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ABSTRACT

Multimodal research represents “Science without Borders”
because it requires combining expertise from different
component technologies, academic disciplines, and
cultural/international perspectives. It also is rapidly erasing
borders as it promotes the increased accessibility of computing
for diverse and non-specialist users, and for field and mobile
usage environments. This paper reviews two studies that
highlight recent advances within the field. It also draws parallels
between the multimodal areas of speech/pen and speech/lip
movement research. Finally, it indicates new research
challenges that will require additional bold “border crossings” in
the near future.

In the medical community, there is an international group called
Physicians without Borders that many of you undoubtedly are
familiar with (URL: http://www.dwb.org/). Physicians without
Borders//Medecins sans Frontiers is an organization of
volunteer medical personnel who respond to medical needs and
emergencies around the world, and who frequently “cross
borders” to get where they’re going. Personally, I have always
viewed them as an inspiration, in part because I like the idea of
crossing borders to get where you need to go. Maybe it’s just the
intrigue or element of risk, but I’d like to entertain the
possibility that there’s something more substantial about
crossing borders that should appeal to us.

Apart from crossing national borders, which we all have just
done to arrive here in Beijing for this new millennium meeting
of ICSLP’2000, there also is the challenge of striving to cross
intellectual borders when necessary to achieve rapid scientific
progress. To most of us, the advantages of scientific cross-
fertilization and teamwork are abundantly clear, when
accomplished with the right spirit. Multidisciplinary research
that involves combining and shifting among very different
perspectives can generate a fast-paced and creative style of
research, as well as providing an antidote to intellectual
insularity and parochialism. One might argue that the very
existence of multimodal research, along with the advantages and
opportunities that it represents, has been at least a small triumph
of intellectual cross-fertilization.

1. WHY IS MULTIMODAL RESEARCH
A SCIENCE WITHOUT BORDERS?

In the most basic sense, of course, those of us working within
multimodal research have needed to combine at least two
modalities, each requiring intensive knowledge of a different
component technology. Most often this has meant combining
speech with vision-based technologies or pen input, since
multimodal speech/pen systems [20] and speech/lip movement
systems ([26], [27]) currently represent the two most mature
areas within the field. In both types of multimodal system, one
explicit goal has been to integrate complementary modalities in
a manner that yields a synergistic blend, such that each mode
can be capitalized upon and used to overcome weaknesses in the
other mode. This approach to system design has promoted the
philosophy of using modes and component technologies to their
natural advantage, and of combining them in a manner that
permits mutual compensation. One advantage of achieving such
a blend is that the resulting multimodal architecture can function
more robustly than individual recognition-based technologies,
such as spoken language systems. I will return to this point in
the section on “What has multimodal research gained by
crossing borders?”

Another visible type of cross-fertilization within multimodal
research is its rather obvious multidisciplinarity.  Advancing the
state-of-the-art of multimodal systems clearly requires
multidisciplinary expertise in a variety of areas beyond
computer science— including speech and hearing science,
perception and vision, linguistics, psychology, signal
processing, pattern recognition, and statistics. The
multidisciplinary nature of our research agenda has several
implications. To evolve successfully as a field, it means that
computer science will need to become broader and more
synthetic in its worldview, and to begin encouraging and
rewarding researchers who successfully reach across the borders
of their narrowly defined fields. It also means that any
individual research group is unlikely to be able to conduct
meaningful research across the entire spectrum. As a result,
collaborative research and “community building” among
multimodal researchers and sites will be critically needed to
forge the necessary relations among those representing key
component technologies, academic disciplines, and different
cultural/international perspectives.

There are other respects in which multimodal research is a
science without borders too. Among the major goals of
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multimodal research is an increase in the accessibility of
computing for diverse and non-specialist users, which
effectively would work toward erasing the borders between
computer literate and illiterate users. Multimodal interfaces are
expected to increase the accessibility of computing for users of
different ages, skill levels, cognitive styles, sensory and motor
impairments, native languages, and even temporary illnesses.
There are large individual differences in people’s ability and
preference to use different modes of communication, and a
multimodal interface provides the user with interaction choices
that can circumvent personal limitations.

Multimodal systems also can expand the usage contexts in
which computing is viable for example, in natural field
settings and while users are mobile. They permit users to
alternate modes, and to switch between modalities as needed
during the changing conditions of mobile use. For example,
since speech and pen input are complementary along many
dimensions, their combination provides broad utility across
varied usage contexts. A person may use hands-free speech
input for voice dialing a car cell phone, but switch to pen input
to avoid speaking private information during a public
transaction. In a very physical sense, multimodal interfaces  that
include input modes well suited for mobility free us to cross the
artificial borders that represent on- and off-the-desktop
computing, and potentially to incorporate computing more
naturally into aspects of our daily lives.

In brief, multimodal research represents a science without
borders because it requires the breadth of knowledge to
combine:
• two or more modalities representing different component

technologies,
• diverse multidisciplinary perspectives, and
• a multicultural/international perspective on natural

communication patterns.

In addition, multimodal research is busily erasing borders as it
promotes the increased accessibility of computing for:
• diverse and non-specialist users, and
• varied usage contexts.

2. THE CHALLENGE: CURRENT
SHORTCOMINGS OF SPOKEN

LANGUAGE TECHNOLOGY

When Physicians without Borders crosses national boundaries,
their accomplishments can involve performing successful
operations and sometimes saving lives. What can we claim has
been our parallel success and reason for “crossing borders”
intellectually in multimodal research? Most of us with ties to the
speech community would acknowledge that traditional
unimodal speech processing still is limited by the rate of
recognition errors and lack of graceful error handling. Although
speech technology now often performs adequately for adult
native speakers of a language, for read speech, or when users are
speaking in idealized laboratory conditions, current estimates
typically indicate a 20-50% decrease in recognition rates when
speech is delivered:
• during natural spontaneous interaction,

• by diverse speakers (e.g., accented, children), or
• in a natural field environment.

During spontaneous interaction, speakers typically are engaged
in real tasks, and this generates variability in their speech signal
and dialogue for a host of reasons.  For example, frequent
miscommunication during a difficult task can prompt a speaker
to hyperarticulate during their attempts at repair, which leads to
durational and other signal adaptations [19]. Interpersonal tasks
or stress also can be associated with fluctuating emotional
states, giving rise to pitch adaptations [2].

In addition to the difficulties presented by spontaneous speech
and speaker stylistic adaptations, it is widely recognized that
laboratory assessments overestimate recognition rates in natural
field settings [8]. Field environments usually involve variable
noise levels, social interchange, multi-tasking and interruption
of tasks, increased cognitive load and human performance
errors, and other sources of stress, which also have been
estimated to produce 20-50% drops in speech recognition
accuracy. In fact, environmental noise currently is considered
one of the primary obstacles to widespread commercialization
of spoken language technology ([8], [11]). During field use and
mobility, there actually are two main problems that each
contribute to this degradation in system accuracy:
• noise itself contaminates the speech signal, making it

harder to process, and
• people speak differently in noisy conditions in order to

make themselves understood.

“Stationary” noise sources (e.g., white noise) often can be
modeled and processed successfully, when they can be predicted
(e.g., road noise in a moving car). However, many noises in
natural field environments are “non-stationary” ones that either
change abruptly, or involve variable phase-in/phase-out noise as
the user moves. Natural field environments also present
qualitatively different sources of noise that cannot always be
anticipated and modeled. During noise, speakers also have an
automatic normalization response, called the “Lombard effect,”
which causes systematic speech modifications including
increased volume, reduced speaking rate, and changes in
articulation and pitch [11]. The Lombard effect not only occurs
in human adults, but also in young children, primates, and even
quail. From an interface design standpoint, it is important to
note that the Lombard effect essentially is reflexive. As a result,
it has not been possible to eliminate it through instruction or
training, or to suppress it selectively when noise is introduced
[23].

One different approach to resolving the impasse created by
speech recognition errors has been to design a more flexible
multimodal interface that incorporates speech as just one of the
input options. In the past, skeptics claimed that a multimodal
system incorporating two error-prone recognition technologies,
such as speech and handwriting recognition, would simply
compound errors and yield even greater unreliability. However,
cumulative data now clarifies that a multimodal system which
fuses two or more information sources can be an effective
means of reducing recognition uncertainty ([1], [14], [15], [16],
[17], [18], [29]).



3. WHAT HAS MULTIMODAL
RESEARCH GAINED BY CROSSING

BORDERS?

When we ask what multimodal research has gained by crossing
intellectual borders, among the most noteworthy points would
be:
• major strides in the robustness and stability of recognition-

based systems, and
• larger performance advantages for challenging user groups

(e.g., accented speakers) and usage contexts (e.g., mobile),
for which spoken language systems typically are failure-
prone.

As an illustration of these points, I will review two studies that
were conducted recently at the Center for Human Computer
Communication (CHCC) at the Oregon Graduate Institute. In
the first study, we conducted performance evaluations with the
QuickSet speech/pen system [7] to investigate whether a
multimodal architecture can be designed to support:
• higher recognition rates than unimodal spoken language

processing,
• larger performance improvements for accented users, for

whom spoken language systems are error-prone,
• “mutual disambiguation” of incoming ambiguous signals,

and
• the use of an alternate mode (e.g., pen) to disambiguate one

that is more unstable for certain user groups (e.g., speech),
thereby improving stability.

The participants were eight native speakers of English, and eight
accented speakers with native languages representing diverse
continents. Everyone communicated 100 commands
multimodally to the QuickSet system while they set up
simulation exercises involving community flood and fire
management (for procedural details, see [17]). A record of all
user speech and pen input, along with the system’s performance,
was recorded during 2,000 multimodal commands.

The results of this study confirmed that the QuickSet
multimodal architecture supports significant levels of mutual
disambiguation [17], with one in eight user commands
recognized correctly due to mutual disambiguation. Overall, a
41% reduction was revealed in the total error rate for spoken
language processed within a multimodal architecture, compared
with spoken language processing as a stand-alone [17]. These
results indicate that a multimodal system can be designed to
function in a substantially more robust and stable manner than
unimodal recognition-based technology.

While Table 1 shows that the speech recognition rate was much
poorer for accented speakers (−9.5%), as would be expected,
their gesture recognition rate averaged slightly but significantly
better (+3.4%). Table 2 shows that the rate of mutual
disambiguation was significantly higher for accented speakers
(+15%), compared with native speakers of English (+8.5%)
by a substantial 76%. As a result, the final multimodal
recognition rate for accented speakers no longer differed
significantly from the performance of native speakers. The main
factor responsible for closing this performance gap between
groups was the higher rate of mutual disambiguation for

accented speakers, for whom two-thirds of all signal pull-ups
involved retrieving poorly ranked speech input.

Table 1. Difference in recognition rate performance of accented
speakers, compared with native ones, during speech, gesture and
multimodal processing.

TYPE OF LANGUAGE

PROCESSING

% PERFORMANCE DIFFERENCE FOR

ACCENTED SPEAKERS

         Speech −9.5% *

         Gesture +3.4% *

         Multimodal —

* Significant difference present.

Table 2. Mutual disambiguation (MD) rate and ratio of
MD involving speech signal pull-ups for native and
accented speakers

NATIVE

SPEAKERS

ACCENTED

SPEAKERS

   Signal MD Rate 8.5% 15.0% *

   Ratio of Speech Pull-ups .35 .65 *

* Significant difference present.

In a second study, we again were interested in investigating
whether a multimodal architecture could support mutual
disambiguation of input signals, and higher overall multimodal
recognition rates than spoken language processing. In this study,
we evaluated whether relatively larger performance gains would
be produced in a noisy mobile environment, compared with a
less error-prone quiet one. We were interested in determining
whether the multimodal performance improvements obtained
with accented speakers were specific to that population, or
whether they apply more generally to challenging user groups
and usage contexts.

In this study, twenty-two native English speakers interacted
multimodally using the QuickSet speech/pen system on a hand-
held PC. They completed 100 commands in a similar procedure
to the first study. However, each volunteer completed 50
commands while working alone in a quiet room averaging 42
decibels (e.g., “stationary” condition), and another 50 while
walking through a moderately noisy public cafeteria that ranged
40-60 decibels (e.g., “mobile” condition). Testing also was
conducted with two opposite microphones, including an Andrea
close-talking noise-canceling microphone, and a built-in
microphone that lacked noise-cancellation. For procedural
details, see [18]. In total, data was analyzed on over 2,600
multimodal commands.

In this mobile study, 19-35% reductions in the total error rate
(for noise-canceling versus built-in microphones, respectively)
were observed when speech was processed within the
multimodal architecture. As in the first study, this substantial
improvement in robustness was a direct result of the



disambiguation between signals that can occur in a multimodal
system. Table 3 confirms that the speech recognition rate was
significantly degraded while the same users became mobile in a
naturalistic noisy setting (−10%), although their gesture
recognition rates did not decline during mobility. Table 4
reveals that the mutual disambiguation rate also averaged
substantially higher in the mobile condition (+16%), compared
with the same subjects’ stationary use (+9.5%). In fact,
depending on which microphone was engaged, the mutual
disambiguation rate ranged from 50-100% higher during mobile
system use. Since mutual disambiguation occurred at higher
rates while mobile, Table 3 also confirms a significant
narrowing of the gap between mobile and stationary recognition
rates (to –8.0%) during multimodal processing, compared with
spoken language processing alone. For further details of
multimodal system performance on a command-by-command
basis in a naturalistic noisy environment, see [18].

Table 3. Difference in recognition rate performance in mobile
environment, compared with stationary one, for speech, gesture
and multimodal processing

TYPE OF LANGUAGE

PROCESSING

% PERFORMANCE DIFFERENCE

WHEN MOBILE

         Speech −10.0% *

         Gesture —

         Multimodal −8.0% *

* Significant difference present.

Table 4. Mutual disambiguation (MD) rate and ratio of MD
involving speech signal pull-ups in stationary and mobile
environments.

STATIONARY MOBILE

   Signal MD Rate 9.5% 16.0% *

   Ratio of Speech Pull-ups .26 .34 *

* Significant difference present.

In summary, although speech recognition as a stand-alone
performed poorly for accented speakers and in mobile
environments, the present studies revealed that a multimodal
speech/pen architecture decreased failures in spoken language
processing by 19-41%. This performance improvement occurred
mainly due to the mutual disambiguation of input signals that is
possible within a unification-based multimodal architecture [7],
which occurs at higher levels for challenging user groups and
usage environments. These large robustness improvements can
reduce or eliminate the performance gap for precisely those
users and environments in which speech technology is most
prone to failure. As a result, in the future multimodal interfaces
potentially can be designed to expand the accessibility of
computing supporting diverse users in tangible ways, and
functioning more reliably during real-world conditions. The
research outlined here, together with other work presented in

this special session [16], demonstrates that multimodal
architectures can stabilize error-prone recognition technologies,
(e.g., speech input) to yield substantial improvements in
robustness for a variety of applications.

4. FUTURE BORDER CROSSINGS FOR
MULTIMODAL RESEARCH

4.1 Cross-fertilization among multimodal
research  areas

In the multimodal literature on speech and lip movements,
similar robustness advantages have been documented when
humans process dual input signals ([3], [12], [13], [28]), and
more recently such robustness advantages also have been
demonstrated for multimodal systems ([1], [29]). This
multimodal literature has placed an emphasis on using visually-
derived information about a speaker’s lip movements to
improve recognition of the acoustic speech stream in a noisy
environment, and it also has demonstrated larger gains in
robustness as the noise level and phonemic speech recognition
errors increase. The “superadditivity effects” described in the
speech & lip movement literature ([4], [10]) are a parallel
phenomenon to the “mutual disambiguation” effects that we
have outlined above in our multimodal speech/pen research. In
both the speech & lip movement and speech & pen multimodal
literatures, these mutual disambiguation or superadditivity
effects have reportedly been greatest for relatively brief or
“impoverished” monosyllabic content ([10], [17]).

Achieving multimodal performance gains of the type outlined
above appears to depend in part on successful identification of
the unique semantic complementarities of a given pair of input
modes. For example, in the speech and lip literature, natural
feature-level complementarities have been identified between
visemes and phonemes for vowel articulation, with vowel
rounding better conveyed visually, and vowel height and
backness better revealed auditorally [24]. In the case of speech
and manually-oriented pen input, the main complementarity
involves visual-spatial semantic content. Whereas visual-spatial
information is uniquely and clearly indicated via pen input, the
strong descriptive capabilities of speech are better suited for
specifying temporal and other non-spatial information.

In the future, the multimodal research community could benefit
from far more cross-fertilization among researchers representing
the main sub-areas of multimodal expertise, especially those
working in the more active areas of speech & pen and speech &
lip movement research. Better cross-fertilization of ideas
between these areas could be especially productive on key
topics like:
• establishing new hybrid symbolic/statistical multimodal

architectures with better performance characteristics than
traditional unimodal alternatives (for examples and
discussion, see [5], [31])

• identifying strategies and criteria for developing
intelligently adaptive multimodal architectures (i.e., ones
that go beyond simple dynamic weighting of input modes
as a function of signal-to-noise ratio (see [25], and for
counter-discussion see [18])



• developing new natural language, dialogue processing, and
statistical techniques for optimizing mutual disambiguation
of input modes, and overall multimodal system robustness.

4.2 Developing  new multimodal system
concepts

Future research also needs to focus on developing innovative
new concepts for multimodal systems, as well as on designing
new interfaces appropriate for these new multimodal systems.
While the main multimodal literatures have focussed so far on
either speech/pen input [20] or speech/lip movement input ([26],
[27]), recognition of other human input modes also is beginning
to mature and be integrated into new kinds of multimodal
system. In particular, there is growing interest in designing
multimodal interfaces that incorporate vision-based
technologies, such as tracking and interpretation of gaze, head
position, body location and posture, facial expressions, and
manual gesturing ([9], [30]).  These kinds of vision-based
technology unobtrusively monitor user behavior in the sense
that they involve passive human input that requires no explicit
user command to the computer at all.  This contrasts with active
input modes, such as speech, pen-based gestures, or other
manual input, which the user intends as a command issued to
the system. While passive modes may be less obtrusive, active
modes generally are more reliable indicators of user intent.

As vision-based technology and perceptual interfaces mature,
one future direction for multimodal interface design is the
development of a blended interface style that combines both a
passive and active mode.  A blended multimodal interface can
be temporally cascaded such that advance information arriving
from the passively-tracked mode (e.g., eye gaze) is used to
improve the multimodal system’s prediction and interpretation
of the active mode that follows (e.g., manual or speech input).
An example of a cascaded passive/active interface is the IBM
MAGIC system.  MAGIC passively tracks a user’s gaze at a text
field (i.e., right, left, above or below the cursor location) and
uses this information to predict the direction of cursor
movement and to modulate a manual track pointer’s physical
resistance [32].  This particular multimodal interface aims to
decrease the user’s manual fatigue and increase input efficiency.

This type of hybrid multimodal interface potentially can
perform more reliably than a pure passive-tracking system,
because the active input mode is available to clarify ambiguous
user intentions.  Early information from the passive mode also
can provide predictive power that enhances system robustness
and delivers usability advantages, compared with an active
mode alone.  In the future, this kind of blended multimodal
interface may provide the user with greater transparency, better
control, and an improved usability experience, while also
supporting broader application functionality.

As new types of multimodal system emerge, they also are
increasingly likely to include more than two input modes.  This
trend already has been initiated within the field of biometrics
research, which has combined multiple behavioral modes (e.g.,
voice recognition, handwriting recognition, human movement)
with physiological ones (e.g., fingerprints, retinal scans) using

sensor fusion technologies ([6], [21]).  The driving goal behind
this trend of adding modes has been improvement on the
reliability of person identification and verification tasks within a
wider range of realistic usage conditions. As research progresses
in the demanding area of biometric security applications, future
work will be needed to transfer promising new techniques and
architectures to other areas of multimodal research.

5. CONCLUSION

Physicians without Borders/Medecins sans Frontiers is a
symbol of what we can achieve through our willingness to cross
borders, both intellectually and literally. Due largely to our
appetite for “crossing borders,” the existing multimodal research
literature has been consolidated with remarkable speed during
the past 5-10 years. However, maintaining this rate of progress
is a high-energy proposition, which will continue to require
multidisciplinary teamwork, the ability to merge different
perspectives and skill sets into one long-term vision, and
multimodal “community building.” As the design and
implementation of new kinds of multimodal system becomes
increasingly sophisticated, one reward will be a shift in the
balance of human-computer interaction much closer to the
human.
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